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{Stamp Stamp Stamp out the stigma of mental health}
The DIY plaster v mental health
by Bernadette Bruckner
MD of www.tosps.com (The One Stop Psychotherapy Shop Ltd)
The recent high profile news articles by the BBC news concerning the inequality in treatment of mental
health patients with celebrities like Emma Thompson, Comedian Frank Skinner, presenter Graham Norton ,
Ruby Wax and Dawn French , now taking up the cause is close to our own hearts here at TOSPS.com
(http://tosps.com). The stamp out the stigma campaign will no doubt be of enormous benefit to both
stamping out the stigma and applying pressure to Health Secretary Jeremy Hunt to do more.
When you have a minor cut you often reach for a plaster, especially if it is bleeding. The symbolism of
the plaster indicates to everyone you are hurt, it matters not how hurt you are just that that you have
injured yourself, and the plaster is the visible sign and warning to others , to be careful with the
injured area. That insignificant little plaster will often invite an enquiry as to what happened, how
are you healing, are you in pain, do you need another plaster, oh yes the power of that little plaster
gets more results than just its healing process.
Unfortunately mental health cannot have such a plaster, it is a silent invisible, hurt, it still needs
treatment but there is rarely an outward indication to indicate you are hurt. The issue with mental
health treatments even for minor issues , is that unlike the DIY plaster mental health treatments are
often not used by people because there is no glory pride or stamp yet that indicates , yes I am hurt, Yes
I am getting better and yes I am still me and still mentally healthy, there is no little plaster that
says , its just one part of me that is injured and the rest of me is working fine. its just one little
part of the millions of parts that make me “me” that’s not quite right. In fact most people will
suffer in silence for years and sometimes forever rather than have any trace of a stamp that indicates
mental health issue.
The question is why is this, who is a fault for the stigma of mental health, who is promoting it and
feeding it, why does it still exist in an age of enlighten public awareness, where 4 in 10 men in the UK
suffer with mental health issues, minor and major, and three out of four mentally ill children are
receiving no treatment at all. The answer to this question is not easy to answer, no doubt a variety of
answers contribute to the truth. Unless the mental health sufferers their selves can be given the tools
and support to come out and stand up and be proud to say I have a mental health issue and its painful and
hard to get better, but , I am getting better , then mental health will always be stigmatised and mental
health sufferers will always be treated as different.
While we wait for the world to get use to the fact that mental health issues are not a stigma there are
methods to get treatment, that will afford the sufferers, their right to confidentiality and to be
able to seek treatment in a modern way that does not interfere with the protection of their character,
status, employment, etc, the use of internet therapy is on the increase and sites like www.tosps.com are
making great leaps in providing instant accessibility to psychotherapists and counsellors for people
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with minor and major mental health issues, in a way that is compatible with modern day living and
affordable . At tosps.com we designed our search bar to enable people to search for therapists using,
Gender, Cultural background, price, language, location and availability, and this makes the compatibility
of the Therapists and clients a more natural fit, with the client being in control of who they choose. A
safety net surrounds our visitors that their chosen Therapist is qualified and authentic and working to
the highest ethical guidelines of their accreditation body.
The stigma of mental health must end, a lot is being done to try and do this , The mental health
foundation MIND is working around the clock with campaigns and publications and we at TOSPS
(http://tosps.com/Default.aspx/) believe that there are indications that the stigma is starting to loose
its grip and the attitude of the public has started to change, but the change is tiny and slow. A recent
poll launched on Twitter and Facebook by The one stop psychotherapy shop (http://tosps.com/Default.aspx/)
indicated that the tide is slowly changing and the stigma is slowly diminishing, but, it also showed a
massive 67% of people still believed that the stigma has not diminish. A greater understanding of
mental health issues is beginning to be accepted without stigma by 33% of the public, so the message
is getting through. Mental health suffers are also showing signs in greater numbers of taking steps to
get help for their issues without fear of stigma by using internet based counselling to help provide the
help they need in real time therefore avoiding the lengthy waiting lists . A survey done by the Zurich
university has shown that internet based counselling is as good as if not better than Practice based
therapy.
In early 2015 TOSPS.com (http://tosps.com) had an average of 230 people visit its site a day looking to
take charge of their own mental health treatments, today we get an average of 2600 visits a day, this is
a clear sign that the stigma is dying and a new understanding of mental health issues is already
steadily starting to help stamp out the stigma, however there is still a long way to go and a lot more
governmental budget is need.
-------Ends---------1.Note to editors
Contact Details & Available for comment
Bernadette Bruckner CEO TOSP.com
PH 07429 939348
E mail: Bernadette.bruckner@tosps.com
Bernadette comments “ My sister Geraldine Rooney who is a qualified Psychotherapist and I set up The
one stop Psychotherapy shop Ltd In early 2014. We set about building a company and website that would
allow a world-wide network of therapists and counsellors registered with TOSPS.com to use modern day
technologies to deliver therapy sessions to clients; effectively real-time, face to face therapy at any
convenient time and location accessible instantly via a secure video link on mobile phones , Tablets
Laptops and PC’s . A web site that would cross all cultural barriers, language barriers, locations and
Budgets. Talk about giving ourselves a mammoth task, at times we could have cried with the frustration
of trying to achieve our mission”.
TOSP.com aims to bring therapy into the mainstream of public health care, by breaking down social and
geographical barriers which have previously served to hinder those most at need and the most vulnerable
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in in society.
The company’s founders, Bernadette and Geraldine (sisters) are passionate about their work and have
worked hard to break down the barriers in an attempt to ensure that no one is left alone and wanting when
it comes to primary care within this important field of work.
Richard Fenton of BBC Ones Right on the Money Live and founder of Doesn’t Grow on Trees, comments,
“having worked with many people over the years who are actively seeking assistance with major financial
issues which bring stress and strain into people’s lives, I find TOSP.com a welcome addition to the
options available to people who also need guidance when it comes to mental health, which plays a key role
with anyone dealing with the stresses of modern day life.”
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